
Overview
AQMC is electric equipment that, through our unique 
technology using oxygen, purifies the air through
neutralizing bacteria, odor and chemicals, removing the
root cause.

The AQMC equipment is easily fitted inside any
ventilation system and actively removes removes
bacteria, fungi, yeast, mold, mildew, protozoa and 
viruses in less than 15 seconds.

The AQMC process was invented to replicate the active 
paramagnetic function of oxygen where AQMC equipment 
tubes generate electron showers into the air as it passes 
over the equipment. When air passes through the spray
of electrons, through electron absorption they become
active magnetic particles that work to rid and purify the 
air around them.

The AQMC equipment has a wide range of applications as 
the process of electron showers works on microscopic 
level with all particles in the air, no matter the use. We 
Go Where Air Goes.
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Hospitality
Hotel kitchen systems – AQMC equipment considerably reduces the size and complexity of the overall
system, while significantly enhancing performance of the kitchen exhaust. With equal or lower capital
investment, over lifetime of the project it is proven AQMC product could save millions in operational cost.
This directly impacts both the Operator and Owner bottom lines and profits. And the AQMC system can
be re-used post renovation, which is not possible with traditional filter-based systems.

Mildew/mold – AQMC product, by reacting with any and all air that passes over it, reaches everywhere
and anywhere that air reaches. In rooms along the sea, where humidity is high and bacteria growth is
high (such as Middle East, sub-continent, Asia etc.) within 15 seconds our product neutralizes the
mildew/mold causing bacteria and with it the root cause itself. This means no more mildew/mold, no
more smell associated with it and perhaps most importantly for health reasons, no more allergy and
asthma related issues. These are paramount for both hotel Operators and Owners.

Smoking Rooms – main issue with hotel smoking rooms is “airing out” time for smoke and cigarette
smell to air out and rooms are deodorized before the next guest arrives, making room unusable for a
period of time. This is a non-issue with AQMC product as it continuously removes the odor wherever
the air goes making smoking rooms continuously purified and odor removed on a continuous basis. This
is especially important with carpets and curtains which hold the smoke odor the longest. With
AQMC the room turnover is much quicker, allowing the Operator to offer the rooms to guests at a much
quicker rate providing much needed flexibility. This is paramount for both hotel Operators and Owners.

Public areas – AQMC has been working with several hotel chains to fix issues where (for example) smell
from the lobby pub, or lobby restaurant, or kitchen exhaust design incorrectly blowing kitchen odor to the
pool deck, or too much air perfume to offset the bad odor etc. is really causing comfort issues for guests
and negatively impacting the overall guest experience. AQMC product is being installed in systems
throughout to ensure the air quality is high and with it undisturbed guest experience. This has been very
important for hotel Operators and Owners to ensure the guests want to return to their properties over and
over again. There is nothing worse than being in a luxury resort property with kitchen or food smell making
the stay unbearable.
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Industrial
Food processing plants – AQMC have been involved in food processing plants, such as
slaughterhouses, where level of bacteria is extremely high both on the working surfaces and on the
actual food products. Traditional way of managing this is via chemical cleaning agents, which is
expensive and not completely effective. As a result, there is a health risk as well as high amount of
waste by the factory needing to discard food due to associated risks. With our product, that is a non-
issue as the air is purified on a continuous basis, everywhere in the plant, so 24/7 everywhere.

STP (sewage treatment plants) or similar – AQMC have worked with Authorities and Regulators in
removing the harmful bacteria and odor that comes with large industrial set ups. This is public health
related issue that is instantly solved with AQMC product.

Air quality sensitive plants – similarly to food processing plants, there are plants that require the air
quality conditions to be ideal, such as medical packing facilities, perfume factories or similar where
either the air is being used as part of the process (perfume plant) or needs to be sanitized as it is
around sensitive medical equipment. Again, this is a nonissue with our product.

Grease traps (hotels, malls etc.) – it is a common fact and widely accepted that it is a health hazard
to work in areas such as grease traps. With HVAC system not considering the same, the smell is
often circulated out beyond the premises impacting the surrounding. This issue is unfortunately
common where adequate systems were not put in place and beyond the actual building, streets
and neighborhood have extreme odor issues. AQMC product removes the odor and harmful
bacteria completely, both allowing the maintenance to happen at the source and also reducing the
possibility to have that harmful odor leak into public.

Any food with high control of water borne bacteria – with exponential rise in hydroponic industry
and similar water based (indoor) growing systems with lots of water and humidity, issues of mold
and mildew are exponential. AQMC goes where air goes, and with it removes all mold causing
bacteria and as such removes root problem, and a need for Owners of such facilities to have other
expensive systems in place to ensure the bacteria is kept to a minimum or removed.
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Healthcare
Hospitals and Clinics – it is a public secret that lots of infections are caused by  
cross contamination in hospitals and clinics. As a result, hospitals and clinics  go
through extensive process of scrubbing, cleaning and disinfecting through use of 
chemical agents, however which only work on the areas those chemicals are 
directly applied to as part of a very labor intensive and time-consuming process. 
Alternative is the ultraviolet light treatment, which is a health hazard to anyone that 
may be exposed to it, and is also time consuming. AQMC product is tested to 
remove a need for these as We Go Where Air Goes and with it treat all surfaces, 
top and underneath, around everything and everywhere, 24/7 and all the time. This 
is a very crucial aspect to ensure public health, allow quicker turn around of hospital 
beds and facilities, all crucial for commercial operations as well as public health.

Labs –the major pre-requisite of the lab and testing is clean and bacteria/virus free
environment. AQMC product ensures the areas, surfaces and equipment
(wherever air can reach AQMC will reach) are being sterilized 24/7, year around
to make sure the facilities are set for results are accurate and dependable

Public areas – public areas of any health facility is inherently exposed to
contamination and cross contamination. This is one of the reasons British NHS
recommends people suspected of COVID-19 virus (Coronavirus) to stay at home and
advise, to avoid potential of cross contamination. Public areas of the hospital are
extensive, with corridors, waiting rooms, staff areas etc. and even with specialist
HVAC systems, the risk of cross contamination is high where HVAC may act as a
vehicle to spread even with specialist filters in place. AQMC product continuously
reacts with these contaminants at the source, eliminates them and stops them from
being circulated throughout the facility via its HVAC systems, safeguarding both the
public and healthcare professionals.

Allergy – AQMC product interacts with flowing air continuously, and with it is
continuously interacting with elements that cause and enhance allergy reactions. As
such, on an continuous basis, it is removing all allergens in the air.
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Public Sectors
Offices and Governmental buildings – similar to public areas in hospitals, during flu
seasons all public buildings (offices, post office, banks, municipalities etc.) have higher
number of people who are potential to spread the germs through air via HVAC,
touching surfaces, sneezing, handshakes etc. and more people get sick. This a l s o
directly impacts the number of days people take off sick and bigger the
organization the bigger the impact. Offices like call centers with high density set ups, it
is imperative to have people at work to respond. Since our system is 24/7 working on
removing the harmful germs, this is a non-issue. In addition, with LEED, Estidama,
Barjeel and other codes and guidelines now starting to qualify indoor air quality as
part of the accreditation, our product can help with achieving that.

Educational – schools are notorious about getting sick, where one sick child potentially
contaminates the majority of the class in just few days the class, including teachers and
administration. AQMC product removes this issue as it tackles the germs on a
continuous basis and stops the spread immediately, and at the source.

Airports – this is one of the most relevant applications at this point in time with the global
outbreak or the COVID-19 virus (Coronavirus). There are extraordinary measures being
taken with disinfecting areas, surfaces, masks and in general loss of profit to the
airlines, airport and retail / food outlets located in the airports due to the pandemic.
As you can imagine, the scale and size of these operations is staggering and
profit loss as a result mind blowing. AQMC system would reduce that risk to an
absolute minimum as the air would interact with COVID-19 (and any other), effectively
removing potential for it to spread.

Malls – there are many uses in the malls, such as food courts, again removing airborne
germs, utility and service rooms to remove odor and other. All of these impact the
bottom line of the business for the owners of the mall and owners of the shops.
Having these issues become “non-issues” by using AQMC product is paramount in
aggressive and very competitive mall business environment. With malls generally
being relatively large in size, impacts are considerable.
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Sustainability
Low power use – AQMC product uses as much electricity as one (1) lightbulb which is incomparable to other systems with large energy
requirements. Operationally, over long term, using less power/electricity is both energy efficient and environmentally friendly.

NO consumables – unlike other systems, our product does not have consumables, it runs forever. It does require yearly
maintenance and those parts removed are then treated and re-used again. In standard kitchen exhaust systems, there are filters needing to
be replaced all the time to do what AQMC product does, which is not sustainable in either short or long term, including the high cost of these
over 15-20 years, which is the usual life span of one of these comparative systems.

Complete reuse / reduce / recycle – certain parts of our product need to be replaced annually, something our team does, but those
same parts replaced are then re-used once serviced in our facilities. This process both reuses the parts and reduces the need to
continuously generate new products, reducing wastage. One of the major complaints from Clients is that waste management companies do
not accept some of these filters due to their high toxicity and difficulty in disposing. Our product completely removes this issue.

Reduces use of traditional chemical agents – with our system replacing the traditional use of chemical cleaning agents, we are directly
reducing the need to manage, make and dispose a number of environmentally harmful chemicals and chemical agents, which ultimately
end up being in the air we breather (causing allergies), in the environment around us, or in the waters we use and even drink. As much as
there have been development in making them more eco friendly, vast majority of these cleaning agents are still environmental hazards which
we wholeheartedly believe should be reduced to make a better place for our children and future generations.

Giving back – we are in plans to commit profits from each unit sold/installed to a charitable cause. We are passionate about the world
we live in and quality of life, hence the product being focuses on cleaner air, something we all need to live.
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Benefits
Pre/Post construction – our product is quite unique from others as it can
be equally effective to be included during the design (which is ideal) or
post construction and we are able to work with our Clients in both ways.

Pre-construction – we work with MEP and engineering firms to 
understand the project requirements and as part of the same apply
our system of products. This is the most streamlined and cost-
efficient way of incorporating it into a particular project.

Post-construction – large amount of our work is also post
construction where Clients have issues they are not able
to solve. Given air quality and odor removal are almost always
critical issues involving public [health], we work very quickly to 
proposed an immediate resolution for any problem during and 
post construction.

Flexibility – we are able to join the process at any point in time with 
earlier introduction being better to ensure lower cost and high impact.

As AQMC product is relatively small, we are very competitive in
refurbishment projects and projects with space and locational
restrictions. Tight spaces, complex systems and all others are easily
addressed with AQMC product as it can be placed in several places in the
MEP/HVAC systems, providing flexibility while always providing best
results and performance guarantee.
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Summary

We are California company, with sustainability, energy efficiency, environmental and social
sustainability and responsibility in the core of everything we do, and part of our ethos at
AQMC. As such, we have worked hard for our product to be environmentally and socially 
sustainable.

We are proud to say that AQMC is one of the only companies in the industry to guarantee

performance, have lifetime warranty and have never been replaced due to sub-standard 
performance in the market, ever, over last 35+ years of operation. In Dubai, having Emirates as
one of our partners for over 10 years goes to prove that our product is recognized as critical in 
air purification and odor control in public areas where that is paramount.

We Go Where Air Goes and do what we do best, clean, purify and disinfect the air around us, so 
you can focus on your business and providing unparalleled services to customers everywhere. 
AQMC product has a wide reaching potential and ability to help anyone. We hope you will 
believe in it as much as we believe, to believe in the best in the market.
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